Thankfulness Booklist:
Incorporates books that inspire thanks and gratitude and appreciation in many different ways. (That’s why I have included so many books about food!)
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*Feeling Thankful* by Shelley Rotner and Sheila Kelly; Photos by Shelley Rotner
*All the Seasons of the Year* by Deborah Lee Rose; Ills. by Kay Chorao
*Bear Says Thanks* by Karma Wilson; Ills. By Jane Chapman
*All for Pie, Pie for All* by David Martin; Ills. By Valeri Gorbachev
*Spoon* by Amy Krouse Rosenthal; Ills. By Scott Magoon
*The Beastly Feast* by Bruce Goldstone; Ills. By Blair Lent
*Little Pea* by Amy Krause Rosenthal; Ills. By Jen Corace
*I Love You, Sun I Love You, Moon* by Karen Pandell; Ills. By Tomie DePaola
*Gingerbread Friends and Gingerbread Baby* by Jan Brett
*The Cajun Cornbread Boy: A Well-loved Tale Spiced Up* by Dianne de Las Casas; Ills. by Marita Gentry
*Ginger Bear* by Mini Grey
*The Gingerbread Girl* by Lisa Campbell Ernst
*The Gingerbread Man Loose in the School* by Laura Murray; Ills. by Mike Lowery
*In November* by Cynthia Rylant; Ills. by Jill Kastner
*Winter Lullaby* by Barbara Seuling; Ills. by Greg Newbold
*The Cow Loves Cookies* by Karma Wilson; Ills. by Marcellus Hall
*Maisy Makes Gingerbread* by Lucy Cousins
*When Winter Comes* by Nancy Van Laan; Ills. by Susan Gaber
*Who’s Hungry?* by Dean Hacohen and Sherry Scharschmidt
*Ten Hungry Pigs* by Derek Anderson
*Nanette’s Baguette* by Mo Willems
*Rainbow Stew and Feast for 10* by Cathryn Falwell
*Thank You Bees* by Toni Yuly
*The Thank You Book* by Mary Lyn Ray; Ills. by Stephanie Graegin
*Who Eats Orange?* by Dianne White; Ills. by Robin Page
*Every Color Soup* by Jorey Hurley
*Handa’s Surprise* by Eileen Browne ER Browne

And Kate recs for indigenous reads (Thanks, Kate!):
*Awâsis and the World-Famous Bannock* by Dallas Hunt
Alego by Ningeokuluk Teevee
The Bear's Medicine by Clayton Gauthier

ENJOY!